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IoZ Research Strategy

IoZ objective 1

IoZ objective 2

IoZ objective 3

To undertake relevant, high
quality biological research and
research training

To anticipate and respond to
conservation research priorities
identified by conservation
organisations

To communicate outcomes and results to
scientists, conservation practitioners and
the wider community

}

The Zoological Society of London

strategy is available on request.

IoZ
Activities

We run a programme of meetings and
publications see page 7:

HEFCE funded programme

We undertake research and research training. Current themes are:
• Biodiversity and macroecology see page 10
• Population and community ecology see page 12

• Conservation biology book series
co-published with CUP
• Journal of Zoology and Animal
Conservation co-published with CUP

• Behavioural and evolutionary ecology see page 14
• Genetic variation, fitness and adaptability see page 16

• Biannual international symposia
on topical themes in conservation
biology

• Wildlife epidemiology see page 18
• Reproductive biology see page 20

We provide training through MSc and PhD programmes see page 25

with ZSL

• Annual programme of evening
scientific meetings

• Technical publications to support
best practice in zoos (International
Zoo Yearbook) and in field
conservation (Conservation Reports)

We respond to research questions and contribute to ZSL’s Conservation
Programmes see page 22:
• Bushmeat and forests
• Carnivores and people
• Deserts and Rangeland
• Marine and Freshwater
• UK Native species
• Island ecosystems
We respond to research questions and contribute to ZSL’s living
animal collection:
• Animal Health and Welfare research
• Reproductive monitoring

}

the Institute of Zoology contact:

collaborators. A full version of the

ioz research strategy

For further information about

implemented with our partners and

with
Cambridge
University

We maintain and develop
research links with Zoology and
other relevant departments

Our research is influenced by
organisations in the Cambridge
Conservation Forum

We contribute to the Tropical
Biology Association programme and
Cambridge Student Conference

with institutions
in London

We maintain and develop
research links with academic
bodies, especially the Centre for
Ecology and Evolution

Our research is influenced by
London-based conservation issues

Our meetings facilities and
programme of talks communicate science
and conservation

Research questions are influenced
by our formal links with the
Wildlife Conservation Society and
English Nature

Our meetings facilities and
programme of talks communicate science
and conservation

We run MSc courses in Wild
Animal Health and Wild Animal
Biology with the Royal Veterinary
College see page 25

with other
organisations

Collaboration with most relevant
outside bodies for our core
research interests see page 28
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foreword

This Annual Report celebrates the

Zoology Department at Cambridge,

completion of the first five-year phase

strengthening even further the splendid

of partnership between the Institute of

cohort of young research fellows

Zoology, London, and the Department

appointed during the year who add

of Zoology, University of Cambridge. A

new variety to the research portfolio.

recent review highlighted the numerous
research activities and collaborations
that have been stimulated by bringing
together one of the UK’s leading

Professor Sir Brian Heap

conservation centres and the front line

Chair, ZSL/University of Cambridge

Department at Cambridge. As the new

Joint Committee

Chair of the Joint Committee it is a
particular pleasure to record the very
positive way in which both sides
recognise the synergistic advantages
of the programme.
I commend to the reader the many
projects that have strong policy
implications for highly topical
conservation issues both at home and
abroad – bushmeat trade, global
assessment of threatened species,
disease risks to wildlife, and the ecology
and behaviour of economically important
native species such as bumble bees,
salmon and amphibians.
Participatory events have attracted the
interest of numerous zoo visitors, such
as the ‘Spermatology’ exhibition that
focused on new research into the
conservation of endangered species.
Debates have drawn in lively audiences
and have appealed in particular to
younger conservation enthusiasts. They
provide a rich venue for the exchange of
ideas, information and experience. Both
partners are indebted to the Zoological
Society of London and the University of
Cambridge for their enthusiastic support
and it has been unanimously agreed to
continue this collaboration for another
five years. This will include basing one
Institute-funded research fellow in the
foreword 1

Director’s
Introduction

On an average day in the year it is

topic of interest to them and relevance

possible to walk around the Institute

to us, for a period of 3 to 5 years. Many

buildings and find it hard to believe that

distinguished collaborators on our

over 50 staff work here and that our

current projects were once in these

numbers are periodically swelled by

positions, so we were pleased that

more than 25 PhD students and 20 MSc

during the year funding became available

students. Each year, many staff and

to appoint four new core-funded fellows,

students spend time in the field, and

two more on other fellowship schemes

many are also based at collaborating

(Leverhulme and Marie Curie), one NERC

organisations for at least part of the

Fellow, and two Academic Fellowships

time. However, there are two regular

under the HEFCE scheme. As a result,

events in IoZ’s annual calendar when we

we are pleased to welcome new staff

can guarantee to see most of our staff

and a range of new projects.

and students. One is our annual research
conference, held in October, and the

We are approaching the end of the fifth

other is the annual student conference,

year of our partnership with Cambridge

held in January. This year both were

University’s Zoology Department, so

exceptionally well attended, and

this was a good time to review the

provided an outstanding display of the

partnership and put in place

strength and breadth of our research

arrangements for the next 5 years. Our

work. So good have the postgraduate

reviews of the scientific work and of

students’ talks become that they put

the benefits of working with Cambridge

many more experienced researchers to

have been universally positive, and I

shame. At the same time we feel that

am pleased to report that as I write this,

the annual research conference, which

arrangements for the continuation of

originally had a primary role to inform

that agreement are being finalised.

others in IoZ about current work, has

On behalf of everyone at IoZ I’d like to

now become such an effective way to

record here our appreciation of the

present the work that we do, that we

helpful and cooperative way in which

are proposing to open it to external

everyone at the University has worked to

attendees from 2005. This report is

make the arrangements run so smoothly.

another way to present this same body

Special thanks are due to Professor

of work, but I believe that many readers

Malcolm Burrows, head of the Zoology

would also gain further insights by

Department, and to Professor Sir Brian

hearing the detailed work first hand from

Heap who has taken over from

the people that have been responsible

Professor Sir Patrick Bateson as chair

for it. Please look out for notices of our

of the ZSL/University of Cambridge

2005 conference in the autumn.

Joint Committee.

One of IoZ’s strengths in recent years

Georgina Mace

has been the excellent young

Director of Science

postdoctoral fellows that we are able to
attract. These are usually young scientists
within the first few years after completing
their PhDs who come to IoZ to pursue a
2

NEWs & events

Congratulations are due to a variety of

Bro-Jørgensen 7 returns as an Associate

staff and students for awards won and

funded through a Marie Curie Fellowship

for recognition over the year. Georgina

at the University of Jyväskylä.

Mace was awarded the Peter Scott medal

Following the success of our bid for

for Conservation during the World

HEFCE Academic Fellowships, we held

Conservation Congress in Thailand in

an open competition and have appointed

October 2004. This was in recognition

two new Fellows (Dr Trent Garner 8 and

of work done over a number of years for

Dr Kate Jones 9) who take up their

the scientific underpinnings that provide

appointments later in the year.

rigour to the listing of species in the
IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.

Dr Andy Fenton was successful in

In April 2005 Georgina was honoured

renewing his NERC Fellowship, and

again; this time with the Huxley medal

after another year with us, has accepted

of the Institute of Biology. Nana Satake

a lectureship at the University of

won first prize for the best student

Liverpool. Dr Simon Goodman was

poster presented at the Royal Veterinary

appointed to a lectureship at the

College student poster day.

University of Leeds. Dr Stephan Funk
has joined the Durrell Wildlife Trust after

Carbone1

was promoted to Senior

6 years in various roles at IoZ. Finally,

Research Fellow and has also taken over

we were very sorry to say goodbye to

as Graduate Tutor from Bill Jordan. We

Dave Cheesman who has worked at IoZ

were pleased to welcome four new core-

for 15 years in a number of technical

funded Research Fellows during the year

support roles, but latterly as Chief

(Dr Seirian Sumner 2, Dr John Ewen 3,

Technician. His straightforward efficiency

Dr Karina Acevedo-Whitehouse 4 and

and helpfulness will be remembered by

Dr Rob Ewers 5). In addition, Dr Samuel

many staff, past and present, and we

Turvey 6

wish him every success in his new job

Chris

joins us with a Leverhulme

Early Career Fellowship, and Dr Jakob

1

2

6

3

7

in Cambridge.

4

5

8

9

news and events 3

CONTINUED

NEWs & events

Professor Bill Holt
presenting the
‘Spermatology’
reception evening

The Metro, 4 May 2005

Several new projects and exhibitions

Strandings Project team busy during

were launched during the year. The

the year. It is now widely accepted that

‘Frozen Ark’ was launched with an

cetaceans in UK waters have shown

event at The Natural History Museum.

signs of decompression sickness post-

There was much Press interest in the

mortem, and that military exercises

project, in which we were pleased to be

involving sonar are implicated. Our staff

a part. This is a concerted attempt to

on the project, led by Dr Paul Jepson,

create a collection of genetic

continue to research this topic. Dr Andrew

material focused on endangered

Cunningham has continued research

species that will provide a

on a range of diseases affecting wild

resource for conservation and

species, and has been centrally involved

science in the future. Closer to

in plans for rescue breeding of Asian

home, at London Zoo, we were

vultures, monitoring threats to the

heavily involved in the ZSL sperm

endemic Galapagos fauna, and

exhibition (‘Spermatology’)

investigating the contributions of disease

featuring the work of Professor

to amphibian declines in the UK,

Bill Holt’s research group. This was

Galapagos and Europe. With funding

launched with coverage on Channel 4

from UFAW we were also pleased to

News and a major article in The Metro –

launch the Garden Bird Health Initiative

a widely read free newspaper in

led by Andrew Cunningham and

London. The reception evening to

Becki Lawson.

launch ‘Spermatology’ was attended by
around 60 people from funding bodies,
various universities and members of IoZ
and ZSL. The RAW exhibition in the zoo
grounds used photographic material and
diaries from staff in the field – including
Noëlle Kumpel’s work on bushmeat and
Tom Maddox’s work on tigers. The
exhibition gave a delightful insight into
their research and proved an unusual
diversion for zoo visitors.
Our work attracted much Press interest
during the year. Dr Jonathan Baillie’s role
as an editor of the 2004 IUCN Red List
of Threatened Species gave us further
links to a variety of projects assessing
the status of the world’s biodiversity.
Georgina Mace spoke at a number of
public events to launch the Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, to which several
IoZ staff contributed. New cases of gas
Dr Jonathan Baillie (left)
in Mongolia
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bubble disease in stranded whales and
dolphins kept the work of the Cetacean

(far left) Sir Patrick Bateson awarding
Professor Malcolm Burrows with The ZSL
Frink Medal for British Zoologists
(left) Field Marshall Sir John Chapple
with The ZSL Silver Medal for long and
distinguished service to ZSL

AWARDS

(below) The 2004 Scientific Award
winners from left to right: Field Marshall
Sir John Chapple, Dr Armand Leroi,
Professor Ian Owens, Holly Barden,
Professor Chris Thomas, Dr Marta Zlatic,
Professor Ben Sheldon, Julia Hunt,
Sir Martin Holdgate and Professor
Malcolm Burrows

The BIOSIS Award for Communicating
Zoology to Dr Armand Leroi, Imperial
College London, for his book, Channel 4

ZSL Scientific Awards 2004

TV Series and public lectures on Mutants.

ZSL recognises outstanding
achievements in the field of zoological

The Thomas Henry Huxley Award to

research and conservation through its

Dr Marta Zlatic, University of Cambridge,

annual presentation of awards and

for her PhD thesis Establishment of

prizes. In 2004 the following awards

connectivity in the central nervous

were presented:

system of Drosophila.

The ZSL Frink Medal for British

The Charles Darwin Award to Julia Hunt,

Zoologists to Professor Malcolm

Imperial College London, for her project

Burrows, FRS, University of Cambridge,

Effects of competition and dispersal

for his research on the neuronal basis

on coexistence in two-species

of behaviour.

metapopulations.

The Scientific Medal to Professor

The Prince Philip Prize to Holly Barden,

Ian Owens, Imperial College London,

Kimbolton School in Cambridgeshire, for

who has applied cross-taxonomic

her study Finding the effects of changing

comparative methods to help

colony density on the growth rate of

understand more clearly the selective

Triops longicaudatus.

forces and phylogenetic constraints
that have shaped avian biology, and

Honorary Fellowship to Sir Martin

Professor Ben Sheldon, University of

Holdgate, former ZSL President,

Oxford, for his use of bird models to

in recognition of his commitment to

explore the evolutionary biology of

conservation biology and to ZSL.

reproductive decision-making, the
application of quantitative genetics to
ecology, and the integration of lifehistory analysis with sexual selection.
The Marsh Award for Conservation
Biology to Professor Chris Thomas,
University of York, for his work on
butterflies, which has had a major
impact on their conservation.
The ZSL Silver Medal to Field Marshall
Sir John Chapple for long and

Sir Martin Holdgate

distinguished service to the Zoological
Society of London, and for his
contribution to wildlife conservation.

awards 5

An essential part of IoZ’s work is
facilitating the communication of
information between researchers,
professional zoologists and the public.

COMMUNICATING
SCIENCE

We achieve this through a varied
programme of meetings and the
publication of scientific books
and journals.

6

Publications

The Conservation Biology book series

The Journal of Zoology, our pre-eminent

includes titles which reflect our research

international journal dedicated to

interests and provide an extensive

academic zoology, continues to attract

review of a particular topic. People and

an increasing number of high-quality

wildlife: conflict or co-existence, edited

research papers and reviews. Published

by Rosie Woodroffe, Simon Thirgood and

monthly, the journal promotes

Alan Rabinowitz, was published in July.

hypothesis-driven studies that are of
interest to all readers of zoology, and

Volume 39 of the International Zoo

provides comprehensive coverage of

Yearbook was published. The dedicated

the latest research.

section on zoo animal nutrition includes
articles on formulating and evaluating

Our quarterly journal, Animal Conservation,

the diets of a diverse range of species.

provides a forum for rapid publication

Articles in Section 2, The Developing

of novel, peer-reviewed research into

Zoo World, range from the husbandry

the conservation of animal species and

and breeding of striped possums to

their habitats. The focus is on rigorous

using DNA to determine paternity in

quantitative studies of an empirical or

Asian elephants. The reference section

theoretical nature, which may relate to

includes a list of Zoos and Aquariums

populations, species or communities

of the World, a comprehensive list of

and their conservation. Subjects covered

zoo associations and a register of

by the journal include population

international studbooks. This valuable

biology, epidemiology, evolutionary

reference material is also available in

ecology, population genetics,

a searchable CD-ROM format.

biodiversity and biogeography, and
conservation economics.

Meetings
Writer, photographer and broadcaster
Adam Hart-Davis (below) presented a
humorous and informative overview
of early animal enthusiasts in the 2005
Stamford Raffles Lecture Stuffed,
mummified and pickled: the work of
some outstanding early naturalists.

Dr Holly Dublin chairs
a discussion on the
management of elephants

surrounding elephant conservation,
including the ivory trade, local versus
global priorities, and hunting.
In December we held a two-day
international symposium on Coral Reef
Conservation, organised by Dr Isabelle

the well-being of people who depend

Côté and Professor John Reynolds, from

on reefs.

Scientific Meetings were held monthly

the University of East Anglia, and co-

throughout the academic year and

hosted with the Fisheries Conservation

Our Science and Conservation Seminar

covered a range of subjects, including

Foundation. As shallow-water coastal

Series provides staff and students with

Biomimetics: the science of looking to

habitats, coral reefs are accessible for

the opportunity to learn more about

nature for technological inspiration,

a wide range of economically and

the work of visiting researchers,

Novel zoonoses arising from our

culturally important activities, ranging

collaborators and invited speakers.

changing ecology, The Thames Estuary:

from fishing to tourism. However, this

A wide range of subjects was covered

awash with biodiversity, Animal

accessibility makes them vulnerable to

during the year, including: Reddened

invasions, and Individual-based models

local threats, such as over-fishing,

lists of extinction: colourful noise and

and the management of wading bird

pollution and physical damage. The

population dynamics, by David Cope

and wildfowl populations. Our series

symposium brought together people

(Macaulay Institute), Revealing

of Scientific Debates continued with

with a diverse set of interests in coral reef

Rhinolophus - the molecular ecology

Cloning endangered species: does this

conservation, ranging from ecologists

of horseshoe bats, by Steve Rossiter

solve problems or create new ones? This

concerned with extinction of coral reef

(University of Bristol), and Abundance-

Debate, organised by Professor Bill Holt,

species to economists concerned with

occupany relationships: models and

focused on the contribution that cloning

comparative tests, by Rob Freckelton

may make to wildlife conservation

(University of Oxford).

strategies and examined practical and
ethical issues, as well as the prejudices
that confront this rapidly developing
area of research. The Elephant Debate,
organised by Dr Holly Dublin, Chair of
the IUCN/SSC African Elephant Specialist
Group, highlighted the complex issues

Dr Isabelle Côté,
Professor John Reynolds,
Dr Clive Wilkinson and
Ben Bradshaw MP

communicating science 7

funding

Liquid nitrogen storage at IoZ.
Part of the ‘Frozen Ark’ collection
of genetic material focusing on
endangered species

As usual, we received our annual core

British Veterinary Association Animal

funding from HEFCE via the University

Welfare Foundation, RSPB and the

of Cambridge, however this year 43%

Universities Federation for Animal Welfare.

of our income came from other sources,
especially the Research Councils and

Bill Holt was awarded a DEFRA grant

government departments. A total of

to investigate and use the natural

43 new grants was received during

properties and products of the sheep

the year.

oviduct to prolong the lifespan of
spermatozoa. Storing semen for a

In April Andrew Cunningham received a

relatively short time at ambient

grant from the DEFRA-Darwin Initiative

temperature is necessary when

to assess the threat to Caribbean

attempting artificial insemination with

amphibians. This project aims to build

males and females that are situated

capacity within the Caribbean region to

some distance apart, and where

mitigate and protect against the actual

sufficient time is required for transporting

and potential impacts of the emerging

semen between locations. This is a

infectious disease chytridiomycosis on

problem for assisted breeding of wild

wild amphibian populations, including

species such as antelope, but is also

rare and endemic species. This will

a specific and important limitation in

involve the development of captive

sheep farming.

breeding and rapid diagnostic and
surveillance technology on the island of

The Rufford Maurice Laing Foundation

Dominica, which appears to be the first

has made a generous contribution to

and only Caribbean state to have been

ZSL and IUCN to aid in the development

affected by chytridiomycosis so far. A

of the IUCN Sampled Red List Index and

Management Plan will be produced

to produce the web and CD-ROM version

collaboratively with Dominica and other

of the IUCN Red List of Threatened

Caribbean States to minimise the risk of

Species. The IUCN Sampled Red List

spread of the disease and to mitigate

Index will be the first index to measure

against it should it do so. The expertise

global trends in the conservation status

developed within Dominica will be made

of the world’s species. The CD-ROM

accessible to, and distributed amongst,

and web version of the IUCN Red List

other Caribbean islands at risk.

of Threatened Species will greatly
increase the impact and utility of the list

The IoZ is the co-ordinating partner on

by making it easier to use and more

a highly collaborative 3-year research

accessible to a broad audience.

project, launched in spring 2005, to
investigate causes of garden bird

Sarah Durant received funding from the

disease. The Garden Bird Health Initiative

Darwin Initiative for a project to develop

aims to promote the conservation and

a national conservation action plan for

welfare benefits of supplementary

the mammals of Tanzania. Sarah was

feeding of garden birds. Generous

also awarded a grant from the Howard

funding for the Initiative has been

G. Buffett Foundation (via WCS) for

received from CJ WildBird Foods Ltd.,

further cheetah research in Tanzania.

Gardman Ltd., Cranswick Pet Products,
The Birdcare Standards Association,
8

Funding organisations
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC)

Institute of Zoology Income
12 months, 1 August 2004 - 31 July 2005

Birdcare Standards Association
Britbreed Ltd
British Council

Core Grant

£1 890 401

British Ecological Society

Research Grants & Contracts

£1 209 482

British Veterinary Association: Animal Welfare Foundation
CBS Technologies Ltd

Other Income

£208 623

CJ WildBird Foods Ltd
Conservation International

Total Income

£3 308 506

Cranswick Pet Products
Darwin Initiative (DEFRA)
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC)
English Nature
Gardman Ltd

Research Grants & Contracts (£1 209 482)

Genus - ABS
Global Environment Fund, Caspian Programme
Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE)
Houghton Trust Ltd

Research Councils

£374 100

Government Bodies

£212 626

Howard G. Buffett Foundation
Idea Wild

European Union

Imperial College London

Other Organisations

£16 872
£605 884

Kenya Wildlife Service
Leverhulme Trust
National Institutes of Health, USA
Natural Environment Research Council
Rio Tinto Plc
Royal Society
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
Rufford Maurice Laing Foundation
Scottish Natural Heritage
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute
Society for Reproduction and Fertility
Spanish Ministry of Education
Sygen International Plc
United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS)
Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW)
Wildlife Conservation Society

funding 9

BIODIVERSITY &
MACROECOLOGY

aims:
1 describe patterns of diversity in the
biology, ecology and distribution of
animal species and their habitats at
regional and global scales,
2 test hypotheses about the evolutionary
and ecological processes that may
explain the origin and maintenance
of this diversity, and
3 work with practitioners to apply this
knowledge in setting priorities for
conservation action.

Global Species Assessment

The 2004 IUCN Red List of Threatened

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species

Species: A Global Species Assessment

is widely recognized as the world’s most

was the first Red List to present the

objective and authoritative assessment

results of the IUCN Red List Index. This

of species that are at risk of extinction.

index measures trends in the conservation

The Red List is used to help in setting

status of a group of species. It was

conservation priorities, guide policy and

applied to both amphibians and birds

decision makers, and to inform the

demonstrating a continuing decline from

general public about the status and

1980 and 1988 respectively. The IoZ is

trends of the world’s species. The IoZ

now working with IUCN and its partners

played a leading role in the development

to further develop this index so that it

and production of the 2004 IUCN Red

can be applied to a broad range of

List of Threatened Species:

taxonomic groups, and can provide

A Global Species Assessment. The

insight into the status and trends of

document analyzed the status of 38 047

global biodiversity.

species, of which 15 589 species are
threatened with extinction, resulting in
the most comprehensive assessment of
the status of the world’s species. This
Global Assessment was launched at the
opening of the IUCN World Conservation

Baillie, J.E.M., Hilton-Taylor, C. and Stuart, S.N. (Eds) (2004)
2004 IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: A Global Species
Assessment. Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK: IUCN.
Butchart, S.H.M., Stattersfield, A.J., Baillie, J., Bennun, L.A.,
Stuart, S.N., Akçakaya, H.R., Hilton-Taylor, C. and Mace,
G.M. (2005) Using Red List Indices to measure progress
towards the 2010 target and beyond. Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society of London Series B 360:
255-268.

Congress in Bangkok, 2004.
The Red List identifies 12% of birds, 23%
of mammals and 32% of amphibians as

Butchart, S.H.M., Stattersfield, A.J., Bennun, L.A., Shutes,
S.M., Akçakaya, H.R., Baillie, J.E.M., Stuart, S.N., HiltonTaylor, C. and Mace, G.M. (2004) Measuring global trends in
the status of biodiversity: Red List Indices for birds. PLoS
Biology 2: 2294-2304.

threatened. Although reptiles have not
been completely assessed, the turtles
with 42% threatened. Fishes are also

Body size and the use of space
in terrestrial mammals

poorly represented, but roughly a third

Animals that are larger are known to

of sharks, rays and chimaeras have been

occupy bigger areas, which probably

assessed and 18% of this group is

reflects their greater resource needs.

threatened. Regional case studies on

Theoretically animal space use will be

freshwater fishes indicate that these

linked with field metabolic rates,

species might be more threatened than

productivity of food resources and

marine species. Of plants, only conifers

competition. In practice these factors are

and cycads have been completely

hard to estimate and rarely determined

assessed with 25% and 52% threatened,

empirically. Ecologists have been

respectively.

puzzling over the exact relationships

and tortoises are relatively well reviewed

observed and how this pattern is linked
with basic biological requirements. To
complicate matters further, scientists
have used different measures of space
use to estimate ranging patterns: home
range (the area of habitat individuals
10

Common ancestor

Tinamous

Tinamou

Pterocnemia

Lesser rhea

Rhea

Greater rhea

Megalapteryx
Euryapteryx
Emeus

Moa

Anomalopteryx
Pachyornis
Dinornis
Casuarius

Cassowary

Dromaius

Emu

Apteryx

Kiwi

Struthio

Ostrich

occupy, measured as area/individual)

pathways are more tightly constrained

and population density (the number

than in other vertebrate groups, possibly

of individuals found in an area,

in relation to the evolution of flight in

individuals/area). One might assume

this lineage. However, analysis of

these two measures are simply the

histological thin sections taken from

inverse of each other, but this is not

species of extinct New Zealand moa

the case.

show multiple LAGs (lines of arrested

(below) The moa bone segment
from a leg bone of Euryapteryx
geranoides shows eight growth
marks. ‘G’ stands for a group
of growth marks, and ‘P’ for a
pair, each interpreted (through
comparison with living tetrapods)
as representing a single year’s
variation in deposition

G
P
P
P
P

growth or ‘growth rings’) in the long
We examined how home range and

bone cortex. These represent variations

population density scale in relation to

in bone deposition caused by seasonal

body size across a wide range of

periodicity, and indicate that moa took

mammal species. We used a simple

several years to attain skeletal maturity

model from physics (a ‘gas model’) to

and adult body mass.

predict the ability of animals to defend

P

P

with few LAGs. This suggests that giant

their space at different range sizes.

As moa are phylogenetically nested

body size was attained by secondarily

Our results indicate that as the animals

within the living ratite radiation, this

speeding up the growth trajectory rather

increased their range, their ability to

discovery reveals that avian development

than extending the growth interval, as

defend areas decreased, leading to

is considerably more flexible than

was also the case for large dinosaurs

greater overlap between home ranges.

previously supposed. Different moa

such as Tyrannosaurus.

The ability to defend ranges is limited

families also display markedly different

to the extent that for the largest species,

maturation rates.

The extended postnatal development

approximately 90% of the resources in

displayed by moa evolved in the unique

the home range are lost to neighbours.

environment of pre-human New

The extreme levels of overlap in large

Zealand, which lacked native mammalian

mammals has implications for our

predators. However, this delayed

understanding of the ecology of large

maturity would have left moa extremely

mammals, and sociality – why not be

vulnerable to early human colonists,

social given you can’t defend resources

who first reached New Zealand around

anyway? It may also provide insight into

700 years ago. Moa are believed to have

the role of reserves as a means of

died out within 100 years of human

conserving large, wide-ranging species.

arrival, and it now seems that they
would have been unable to replenish

Carbone, C., Cowlishaw, G., Isaac, N.J.B. and Rowcliffe,
J.M. (2005) How far do animals go? Determinants of day
range in mammals American Naturalist 165: 290-297.

their populations to keep up with
human hunting.

Jetz, W., Carbone, C., Fulford, J. and Brown, J.H. (2004)
The scaling of animal space use. Science 306: 266-268.

Turvey, S.T., Green, O.R. and Holdaway, R.H. (2005) Cortical
growth marks reveal extended juvenile development in
New Zealand moa. Nature 435: 940-943.

Extended juvenile development
in New Zealand moa

The smaller emeid moa took almost

All living birds – even ratites which can

characteristically slow-growing lamellar-

weigh over 100 kg – mature extremely

zonal cortical tissue associated with

10 years to become fully grown, showing

rapidly, and reach adult body mass

multiple LAGs, but the giant Dinornis

within a year. It has generally been

moa (up to 240 kg) show much faster-

thought that avian developmental

growing fibrolamellar tissue associated
biodiversity and macroecology 11

Population &
Community Ecology

aims:
1 quantify genotypic and phenotypic
differences between individuals
through direct observation and
experimental manipulation,
2 link these individual differences within
a modelling framework in order to
understand the dynamics of
populations and communities, and
3 apply our resultant understanding to
conservation and the environment,
especially with respect to small
populations, habitat fragmentation and
the harvesting of natural resources.

Determinants of bushmeat
trade structure
Understanding the human dimension
of the bushmeat trade in Africa is crucial
to tackling overexploitation. Effective
solutions depend on targeting the right
aspects for regulation, and we therefore
need a clear picture of trade structure to
inform strategies for control. In Takoradi,
Ghana, most bushmeat trade flows from
commercial
hunters, through

supplied solely by robust, productive

wholesalers and

species from agricultural habitats, for

chop bars, to

which there is no evidence of

consumers, but

overexploitation. While this reflects a

farmer-hunters

conservation failure in the loss of larger,
more vulnerable species in the past, it
points to the possibility of a sustainable
trade alongside conservation in the
future, given sufficiently discriminatory
species-specific controls.
Unfortunately a policy of this kind is
problematic because, although species
protection laws exist throughout Africa,
they are frequently enforced weakly or
not at all. A study of hunting in the
Democratic Republic of Congo shows
that hunters select prey optimally in
order to maximise their gain rate,
regardless of species’ protected status.
This pattern is likely to be typical of the
region, and highlights the overwhelming
need for effective law enforcement

and market traders also play an

before any policy of selective hunting

important role in a complex web of

could be relied upon.

trading relations. This suggests that
attempts to regulate trade at any one
point in this web could be circumvented
by compensatory increases through
alternative channels. Effective control
would therefore need all participants in
the chain to be considered. However, this
particular market is not a high priority
for action because it appears to be
12

Cowlishaw, G., Mendelson, S. and Rowcliffe, J.M. (2005)
Structure and operation of a bushmeat commodity chain in
southwestern Ghana. Conservation Biology 19: 139-149.
Cowlishaw, G., Mendelson, S. and Rowcliffe, J.M. (2005)
Evidence for post-depletion sustainability in a mature
bushmeat market. Journal of Applied Ecology 42: 460-468.
Rowcliffe, J.M., de Merode, E. and Cowlishaw, G. (2004) Do
wildlife laws work? Species protection and the application
of a prey choice model to poaching decisions. Proceedings
of the Royal Society B 271: 2631-2636.

(below) The relationship between a
trait’s unsigned association (r) with
overall fitness (lifetime recruitment)
and the narrow-sense heritability (h 2),
the coefficient of additive genetic
variance (CVA ), and the coefficient of
residual variance (CVR ). The red plots
are for females, and blue for males
h2
CVA
CVR

Foraging rules for social mammals

Narrow-sense heritability
Additive genetic variance
Residual variance

h2

When individual animals form groups,

0.6

they benefit from a reduction in
predation risk. However, joining a group

0.4

can also reduce the amount of food the
animal receives. Animals have to weigh
the advantages and disadvantages of

0.2

staying in a group, meaning that groups
change over time as their members
0.0

become hungry or find food. We
describe a simple, realistic rule for

0.0

animals to follow, based upon their

respectively) were estimated. As shown

energy reserves and what their

previously, a trait’s correlation (r) with

neighbours are doing. This rule affects

fitness was negatively related to its h 2 ,

the size of groups formed, and shows

but we also found it to be positively

that the complex behaviours of herds

related to its CVR . CVA was not related

can emerge from simple rules followed

to the trait’s correlation with fitness in

by each group-member.

either sex. This is the third study using
directly measured fitness in a wild

Rands, S.A., Pettifor, R.A., Rowcliffe, J.M. and Cowlishaw,
G. (2004) State-dependent foraging rules for social animals
in selfish herds. Proceedings of the Royal Society of London
Series B 271: 2613-2620.

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Correlation (r ) with lifetime fitness
CVA
0.16

0.12

0.08

population to show the important role
of residual variation in determining the

0.04

pattern of lower heritabilities for traits
more closely related to fitness.

0.00
0.0

The nature of genetic variation
in life-history traits: studies of
great tits
Traits that are closely associated with

0.2

McCleery, R.H., Pettifor, R.A., Armbruster, P., Meyer, K.,
Sheldon, B.C. and Perrins, C.M. (2004) Components of
variance underlying fitness in a natural population of the
great tit Parus major. American Naturalist 164: E62-E72.

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Correlation (r ) with lifetime fitness
CVR
1.2

fitness tend to have lower heritabilities
(h 2 ) than those that are not. This has
been interpreted as evidence that natural

0.8

selection tends to deplete genetic
variation more rapidly for traits more

0.4

closely associated with fitness. It has
been suggested that this pattern might

0.0

be due to higher residual variance in
traits more closely related to fitness. The
relationship between ten different traits

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Correlation (r ) with lifetime fitness

for females, and seven traits for males,
and overall fitness (lifetime recruitment)
was quantified for great tits (Parus major)
studied in Wytham Wood, England, using
data collected over 39 years. Heritabilities
and the coefficients of additive genetic
and residual variance (CVA and CVR
population and community ecology 13

Behavioural &
Evolutionary Ecology

aims:
1 test basic hypotheses in behavioural
and evolutionary ecology using a range
of model species, and
2 use our results and our knowledge
of the behavioural and evolutionary
ecology of selected, threatened
organisms to inform conservation
decisions concerning these species.
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Long-term studies of the
demography of the Serengeti
cheetah population

negatively affected by rainfall but

A detailed analysis of 20 years of data

and there was a negative association

on individually-known cheetahs on the

between recruitment and lion numbers.

Serengeti Plains was carried out by

The latter demonstrates how the high

The Serengeti Cheetah Project. The data

rate of predation of cheetah cubs by

set is impressive, and is unique for wild

lions observed in previous studies

cheetahs, but it is not amenable to

has implications for the dynamics of

straightforward analysis as all the

cheetah populations.

positively affected by numbers of
Thomson’s gazelle (a major prey item)

cheetahs were located by eye and many
individuals were seen infrequently. A

The social system and ranging patterns

novel model was devised to estimate

of cheetahs is unique. Cheetah females

time of death for individuals after they

are solitary and occupy large home

disappeared from the population in

ranges, whilst males live either alone

order to account for such a wide

or in coalitions of two to three males,

variation in sighting intervals between

usually brothers, and hold small

different cheetahs, based on the average

territories less than 10% of a female’s

time between sightings. This allowed

home range. Adolescent cheetahs also

analysis of survival across the entire

have a brief period of sociality, spending

data set to examine the impact of

an average of 6 months together in a

environmental and social factors.

sibling group, prior to females starting

Recruitment, defined as the number of

their solitary lives, whilst brothers

cubs reared to 12 months per female,

remain together for life. We investigated

was analysed in a similar manner.

whether this social behaviour resulted
in any survival benefits for cheetahs.

The results showed that males had

Sociality had an impact on cheetah

markedly lower survival than females.

survival in two ways. First, adolescents

A number of environmental and social

living in temporary sibling groups had

factors also had an impact on survival

higher survival than singletons,

and/or recruitment. Recruitment was

predominantly because males benefited

Nest entrances of observation
nest-boxes for bumble bees
(external view); colour patterns
are to facilitate orientation of
returning workers

from the presence of sisters. Second,

male eggs. We tested the hypothesis that

in which they then produced adult sons.

adult males living in coalitions had

workers delay egg-laying because they

These ‘socially parasitic’ workers

higher survival than singletons in

cannot detect the presence of the

reproduced systematically earlier than

periods when other coalitions were

queen’s male offspring in the egg stage,

resident reproductive workers, and

numerous, yet had lower survival when

but can only do so when these offspring

were significantly more reproductive

other coalitions were rare. These results

are relatively advanced larvae. We

and aggressive than them. This novel

corroborate observations of enhanced

experimentally added either relatively

discovery showed that explaining the

prey capture by female adolescents and

young, or relatively old, male larvae

social behaviour of B. terrestris, and by

antipredator benefits for adolescents in

to nests. However, contrary to our

implication that of similar social bees

groups, and competitive advantages

hypothesis, workers in the experimental

and wasps, will require more than a

for adult males in groups. Furthermore,

colonies started egg-laying roughly

consideration of the kin-selected interests

the findings stress the importance of

3 weeks after the larvae were added

of resident workers. It will also require

interactions between environmental and

irrespective of the age of the added

knowledge of the full set of reproductive

social factors in affecting reproductive

larvae. These findings showed that

options available to workers, including

success in mammals.

workers have access to information

intraspecific social parasitism.

(presence of queen’s male brood) that
Durant, S.M., Kelly, M. and Caro, T. (2004) Factors affecting
life and death in Serengeti cheetahs: environment, age, and
sociality. Behavioural Ecology 15: 11-22.

would allow them to take a reproductive
decision enhancing their fitness, but do
not act on it, perhaps because they
cannot detect the sex even of older larvae.

The social behaviour of
bumble bees

pointed to hidden complexities in the

Understanding the evolution of social

social behaviour of B. terrestris workers.

More generally, our findings clearly

Lopez-Vaamonde, C., Koning, J.W., Jordan, W.C. and
Bourke, A.F.G. (2004) A test of information use by
reproductive bumblebee workers. Animal Behaviour
68: 811-818.
Lopez-Vaamonde, C., Koning, J.W., Brown, R.M., Jordan,
W.C. and Bourke , A.F.G. (2004) Social parasitism by maleproducing reproductive workers in a eusocial insect.
Nature 430: 557-560.

behaviour in animals is important both
because it increases our knowledge of

Another unexpected facet of sociality in

fundamental evolutionary processes and

B. terrestris was revealed in a separate

because the conservation of social taxa

study. We collected males from colonies

raises new issues compared to similar

reared from wild-caught queens in order

solitary taxa. To investigate factors

to assess, using microsatellite genetic

underpinning social behaviour in insects,

markers, the frequency of worker-

we conducted two studies of the bumble

produced males. In order to allow

bee Bombus terrestris. The theory of kin

workers to forage at flowers, the

selection predicts that members of social

colonies had access to the external

groups should favour rearing the

environment via tubes connecting their

progeny most closely related to them.

nest-boxes to holes in the windows of

In B. terrestris, workers are capable of

the rooms in which the nest-boxes were

laying unfertilised eggs that develop into

kept. All workers could be identified by

males. But workers do not start to lay

colony-specific paint marks. We found

male eggs straight after the switch to

that roughly 5% of adult males are

male production by their colony queen.

worker-produced. However, to our

This is difficult to explain with kin

surprise, we found that about 50% of

selection theory, since workers are more

worker-produced adult males derived

closely related to their own sons and so

from workers in our sample of colonies

should commence reproduction

that entered unrelated colonies in the

immediately after the queen starts laying

sample (via the external environment)
behavioural and evolutionary ecology 15

Genetic variation
fitness & adaptability

aims:
1 develop and apply empirical and
theoretical methods to describe patterns
of relatedness among individuals,
populations and species,
2 test hypotheses on the effects of genetic
diversity on individual fitness and
population persistence, and
3 apply that knowledge of genetic structure
and genetic diversity/fitness relationships
to the management of captive and wild
populations of animals.

Gene expression and caste
determination in social insects

involves a difference not so much in the

Investigating how differential gene

and worker-destined larvae, but primarily

expression underlies caste determination

in the relative timing of their expression.

in the social Hymenoptera is central to

This conclusion is of potential importance

understanding how variation in gene

in the further study of phenotypic

expression underlies adaptive phenotypic

diversification via differential gene

diversity. We investigated for the first

expression and provides a context for our

time the association between differential

ongoing studies of gene expression and

gene expression and queen–worker

caste determination in the primitively

caste determination in the bumble-bee

eusocial wasp (Polistes canadensis).

(Bombus terrestris ). Using suppression
subtractive hybridization we isolated 12
genes that were differentially expressed

Pereboom, J.J.M., Jordan, W.C., Sumner, S., Hammond,
R.L. and Bourke, A.F.G. (2005) Differential gene expression
in queen-worker caste determination in bumblebees.
Proceedings of the Royal Society B 272: 1145-1152.

in queen- and worker-destined larvae. We
found that the sets of genes underlying

The dynamic population structure
of the Ethiopian wolf
The climatic changes of the late
Pleistocene had a profound effect on
the evolution of many species. During
the last glacial age, Afro-alpine habitats
were widespread across the highlands
of Ethiopia. A wolf-like canid ancestor
is thought to have colonized this
expanding habitat and given rise to a
new species well adapted to the high
altitude environment: the Ethiopian wolf
(Canis simensis). In collaboration with
caste differences in larvae and adults

the University of Oxford, we addressed

failed to overlap greatly. We also found

the timing of genetic divergence and

that B. terrestris shares some of the

examined population genetic history and

genes whose differential expression is

structure in the species by investigating

associated with caste determination in
the honeybee (Apis mellifera ), but their
expression patterns were not identical.
Instead, we found B. terrestris to exhibit
a novel pattern, whereby most genes
upregulated (showing relatively higher
levels of expression) in queen-destined
larvae early in development were
upregulated in worker-destined larvae
late in development. Our results suggest
that caste determination in B. terrestris

16

identity of genes expressed by queen-

(below) Odorant receptor gene
expression during PST in two
families of Atlantic salmon from
the River Almond (Perthshire).
Expression levels are
normalised to those in January
for each family separately.
Significance values displayed
indicate statistically significant
difference from either pre- or
post-PST expression level

sensory neurones. These odours are

of mtDNA variation and its geographical

then used as cues by sexually maturing

distribution indicated an initial population

fish on their homeward migration. We

expansion, probably immediately after

demonstrated transient increases in

divergence from the wolf-like ancestor,

expression of odorant receptor transcripts

around 100 000 years ago. The partition

(of up to fifty-fold over pre-PST levels)

of mtDNA haplotypes that followed was

coincident with PST. Both olfactory

most likely the result of habitat reduction

(SORB) and vomeronasal receptors

and fragmentation at the onset of

(SVRA and SVRC ) are involved, which

deglaciation around 15 000 years ago.

suggests that the fish learn both

Phylogenetic and geographical associations

environmental odours and

suggested that the most likely genetic

semiochemicals (pheromones). Receptor

partitioning corresponds to three

expression varies between families

mountain areas, Arsi/Bale, Wollo/Shoa

and changes over time indicating both

and Simien/Mount Guna. Although there

genetic differences in odour stimuli and

is a degree of clustering of haplotypes

multiple periods of olfactory sensitivity.

from both sides of the Rift Valley, the lack

We suggest that changes in OR gene

of reciprocal monophyly does not support

expression may have a role in homing

a taxonomic classification of two

behaviour and thus the maintenance of

subspecies. This study highlights the

population structure in Atlantic salmon.

importance of populations north of the
Rift Valley for the maintenance of genetic
variability within the species and has

Dukes J.P., Deaville, R., Bruford, M.W., Youngson, A.F.
and Jordan, W.C. (2004) Odorant receptor gene
expression changes during the parr–smolt transformation
in Atlantic salmon. Molecular Ecology 13: 2851-2857.

Family A

Family B

60
P = 0.021
50
Relative gene expression

retained, at least in part, in peripheral

(mtDNA) sequence variation. The pattern

40

30
SORB
20

10

0

35
P = 0.027
30

Relative gene expression

the distribution of mitochondrial DNA

25
20
SVRA
15
10

consequent implications for conservation.
5
Gottelli, D., Marino, J., Sillero-Zubiri, C. and Funk, S.M.
(2004) The effect of the last glacial age on speciation and
population genetic structure of the endangered Ethiopian
wolf (Canis simensis). Molecular Ecology 13: 2275-2286.

0
12

The ability of salmon to home accurately
to their natal stream to spawn has long
intrigued biologists and has important
consequences for the maintenance of
population structure in these species.

Relative gene expression

10

Expression of odorant receptor
genes and homing in salmonids

8
SVRC
6

4

2

It is known that olfaction is crucial to
homing, and that the transition from the
freshwater to the marine environment

0
January

March

May

June

August

(the parr–smolt transformation; PST) is a
period of increased olfactory sensitivity

Pre-PST

PST

Post-PST

and learning, resulting in a permanent
memory of natal site odours that is
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Wildlife
Epidemiology

aims:
1 identify where disease is a threat to
wildlife conservation, either as a primary
cause of species declines, or as a threat
to remnant wildlife populations,
2 investigate the mechanisms leading to
the emergence of disease as a
conservation threat, and
3 develop an understanding of the
consequences of changes in wildlife
disease epidemiology, both to wildlife
conservation and welfare and to
human health and welfare, particularly
where these changes are driven by
anthropogenic forces.

Emerging infectious diseases

strategies are required for the

Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) pose

surveillance and control of plant EIDs

threats to public health, economic

and we have proposed suggestions for

growth and biodiversity conservation.

such strategies.

EIDs are defined as infectious diseases
caused by pathogens that have (1) been
recently discovered or newly recognized,
(2) increased in incidence, geographical

Anderson, P.K., Cunningham, A.A., Patel, N.G., Morales, F.J.,
Epstein, P.R. and Daszak, P. (2004) Emerging infectious
diseases of plants: pathogen pollution, climate change and
agrotechnology drivers. Trends in Ecology and Evolution
19: 535-544.

or host range, (3) a recently altered
pathogenesis, or (4) newly evolved.
investigating the conservation threat of

PCBs and the health status of
stranded harbour porpoise

disease emergence in wildlife, we are

There have been widespread concerns

also concerned about the possible

about the effects of chronic and high

impacts of EIDs on wild plants. In a

level accumulation of persistent

collaborative project, we carried out a

environmental pollutants (like

review of plant diseases in which we

organochlorines) in marine top predators

applied the definition of EIDs used in the

living in oceanic waters adjacent to

medical and veterinary fields to botany.

industrialised regions. Although there

We found that there are many diseases

have been marked population declines

of plants that can be defined as EIDs

of species such as bottlenose dolphins

Although we have several projects

using these criteria. These include

(Tursiops truncatus) and harbour

diseases of cultivated and of wild plants,

porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) in

some of which are of significant

European waters over several decades,

conservation concern.

establishing cause-effect relationships
between contaminants and health and

In our review, we investigated the

quantifying the population level impacts

underlying causes of plant disease

of those relationships, has proved

emergence and we found that, in most

difficult to achieve.

cases, this appeared to be due to the
anthropogenic introduction of parasites
to new geographic areas and to new
host plant species. We also found that
severe weather events are important
drivers of disease emergence,
suggesting that climate change, which
is predicted to increase the number and
rate of severe weather events in the
future, will be an increasingly important
driver of disease emergence. Although
a great deal is known about crop plant

18

EIDs, we found little information about

Using standardised pathological and

wild plant EIDs. We concluded that the

toxicological data accumulated by

impact of plant EIDs on conservation is

the DEFRA-funded UK Marine Mammal

likely to be underestimated. Improved

Strandings Project over a 12-year period,

40
Infectious
diseases

Toxin levels

30

20

Physical
trauma

10

0

The graph shows PCB
concentrations in stranded
harbour porpoises are
significantly higher in the
infectious disease group (n=82)
than the physical trauma group
(n=175). Error bars represent
one standard error and toxin
levels are shown in mg/kg lipid

a case-control study was conducted

blubber thickness and the ratio of body-

predict that reduced genetic diversity

using 257 individual UK-stranded

weight to body-length).

increases susceptibility to new diseases.

harbour porpoises. Datasets this large

Does reduced genetic diversity over a

that permit the necessary criteria for

The results of this study form a solid

large portion of a species’ range imply

case-control studies to be met are quite

basis for future risk assessment-type

similarly widespread disease risk?

rare in marine mammal science. The

studies estimating the quantitative

We conducted an experimental test

study showed a strong statistical

effects of PCBs on harbour porpoise

addressing this question by exposing

association between elevated blubber

populations of known size and PCB

tadpoles of the Italian agile frog to a

levels of potentially immunosuppressive

exposure. This would be particularly

virus isolated in North America, thereby

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and

valuable if the empirical data in this and

simulating the pathogen’s outbreak in

mortality due to infectious disease in

other studies were used to form novel

Europe. The disease susceptibility of

UK-stranded harbour porpoises.

dose-response curves for risk of PCB-

tadpoles paralleled the genetic variability

induced infectious disease mortality in

in their populations of origin. This result

exposed species like harbour porpoises.

highlights the potential dangers of
population bottlenecks and inbreeding,

Jepson, P.D., Bennett, P.M., Deaville, R., Allchin, C.R., Baker
J.R. and Law, R.J. (2005) Relationships between
polychlorinated biphenyls and health status in harbor
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) stranded in the United
Kingdom. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
24: 238-248.

Disease susceptibility and genetic
variability in the agile frog

while suggesting a means to predict
responses to new infectious diseases.
Pearman, P.B. and Garner, T.W.J. (2005) Susceptibility
of Italian agile frog populations to an emerging strain
of Ranavirus parallels population genetic diversity.
Ecology Letters 8: 401-408.

New infectious diseases threaten

(opposite) Netmarks around
by-caught porpoise head

humans, livestock and the conservation

(left) Porpoise parasites in bronchi

The PCBs levels associated with fatal

of endangered wildlife. Like nearly a

infectious disease cases were also

third of all amphibians, the Italian agile

compared to a proposed threshold level

frog (Rana latastei ) is a declining species

of PCB for toxicity in marine mammals

facing potential extinction. In north-west

based on experimental studies in other

Italy its populations are severely depleted

mammalian species. Although acting as

in genetic variation, while eastern

a ballpark threshold, our results show

populations remain genetically variable.

(for the first time) that the robust

Theory and molecular immunology

(below) Agile frog

associations between elevated PCB
levels and infectious disease mortality
only occur in harbour porpoises with
PCB levels that exceed this proposed
threshold of toxicity. The associations
between elevated PCBs levels and
infectious disease mortality also
occurred independently of a number of
potential confounding variables
including age, sex, stranding date,
stranding location and two quantitative
indices of nutritional status (mean
wildlife epidemiology 19

Reproductive
biology

aims:
1 understand the biological and physiological
implications of low dose exposure to
chemicals in the environment that may
disrupt endocrine systems, and to develop
sensitive methods for detecting such effects,
2 carry out studies underpinning conservation
breeding in order to develop wide and
integrated understanding of normal
physiological processes in wild species, and
to develop novel methods for supporting
relevant conservation measures, and
3 develop greater understanding of normal
physiological and reproductive processes
in diverse species.

A male stickleback returns
to his nest with eggs stolen
from another male, during
an aquarium study of male
mating behaviours

Three-spined stickleback sperm

eggs are viable and capable of being

Alternative mating tactics are

fertilised for up to 40 minutes, while

widespread in fish and may have

sperm can fertilise eggs for up to 15–20

important consequences for speciation,

minutes post-ejaculation in water. We

population dynamics, population

propose that the ovarian fluid (a viscous

genetics and female mate choice. Males

substance that surrounds the eggs) may

may either be guarders, attempting to

increase osmolarity and thus reactivate

reproduce via territoriality and/or

the sperm. Pre-oviposition ejaculation

courtship, or be sneaks, that attempt to

would therefore be a relevant strategy

steal fertilisations from guarders, or can

in sticklebacks for both guarders and

do both. The timing, order and number

sneaks and also appears to be associated

of ejaculations and the amount of sperm

with higher fertilisation success.

released may therefore depend on the
tactic of the male. Pre-oviposition may
also occur and is a useful strategy to

Le Comber, S.C., Faulkes, C.G., Van Look, K.J.W., Holt, W. V.
and Smith, C. (2004) Recovery of sperm activity after
osmotic shock in the three-spined stickleback: implications
for pre-oviposition ejaculation. Behaviour 141: 1555-1569.

maximise fertilisation success when
sperm competition occurs due to the
presence of more than one male.

Mating causes modulation of
gene expression in the oviduct
The mammalian oviduct provides a
connection between the ovary and the
uterus, and serves as a conduit in which
spermatozoa eventually meet and
fertilise the egg(s). Recent evidence
suggests that the oviduct is much more
than a biological analogue of the channel
tunnel and is thought to protect and
nurture spermatozoa, and may even
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Alternative mating tactics, as well as

exert some degree of selection over the

pre-oviposition ejaculation, have been

spermatozoa that proceed to fertilisation.

described for the three-spined stickleback.

Little is known about the way in which

However, the sperm of many fish,

the oviduct achieves these effects. We

including the stickleback, rapidly loses its

know that the spermatozoa become

motility when in contact with water and

intimately associated with the oviductal

pre-oviposition may thus be of limited

epithelium soon after mating, and may

use. Using computer-assisted sperm

wait several hours in a specialised

analysis (CASA) and in vitro fertilisations

storage region (the oviductal isthmus)

we examined the pre-oviposition strategy

before moving towards the oocyte. If we

in the stickleback. CASA allows the

could understand the way in which the

objective measurement of sperm motility

oviduct enhances sperm survival we

and we showed for the first time that the

might be able to exploit the active factors

decrease in sperm motility in water can

for the long or short-term storage of

be reversed by an increase in osmolality.

spermatozoa for captive-breeding

Our results also indicated that stickleback

programmes.

(left) Figures A, B and C illustrate
the three types of testicular actin
distribution used as a basis for
classifying stages of testicular
development. In Fig. A no
peritubular actin is present; in Fig B
some sparse peritubular actin is
apparent (arrows), while in Fig C,
actin-positive peritubular myoid
cells surround the seminiferous
tubules (Bar = 100µm)

In other tissues, such specialised cell-cell

spermatozoa in their reproductive tract.

our first priority. Remarkably, it was

interactions are often accompanied by

The system may be used in sperm

possible to study the stored tissues

cell signalling dialogues that may induce

storage and selection mechanisms,

using immunohistochemical techniques

the expression of novel gene transcripts.

but it is likely that it also primes the

and antibodies against mouse and

In vivo, it could be argued that the

reproductive tract for the eventual

human proteins. Focusing on the

arrival of spermatozoa bears some

arrival of the embryo.

cytoskeletal proteins, actin and vimentin,

resemblance to the arrival of infective
microorganisms, which are well known
to induce inflammatory responses. We

we found that the pattern of events
Fazeli, A., Affara, N.A., Hubank, M. and Holt, W.V. (2004)
Sperm-induced modification of the oviductal gene
expression profile after natural insemination in mice.
Biology of Reproduction 71: 60-65.

concerned with the establishment of
the blood-testis barrier could be mapped

tested the hypothesis that new gene

and the results compared with age data

expression occurs in response to the

determined from teeth, together with

arrival of spermatozoa and used the

body size measurements such as weight
and length. These data provide robust

analysis to detect the up and down-

Testis development in the
harbour porpoise

regulation of gene transcripts. Because

For over 10 years the IoZ has been

significant events such as initial migration

the microarrays were most readily

involved in the Cetacean Strandings

of prespermatogonia to the germinal

available for analysing laboratory mouse

Project, which aims to investigate causes

epithelium, the proliferation of

genes, we recovered oviductal tissues

of mortality in cetaceans that are washed

spermatogonia and the eventual onset

from female mice that were allowed to

ashore on beaches in the UK. One of

of puberty.

mate with intact males or with males

these species, the harbour porpoise,

that produce seminal plasma but,

lives in relatively shallow inshore waters

because of a mutation (T145H), no

where it feeds at high trophic levels that

spermatozoa. As controls we also

are often heavily polluted. Harbour

recovered oviducts from females shortly

porpoises accumulate a wide variety of

after oestrus, but that had not mated.

pollutants in their body fat, and in the

Messenger RNA was recovered from the

light of current concerns about the

tissues and examined by the microarray

adverse effects of endocrine-disrupting

method. Expression levels of 11 263

chemicals (EDCs) on reproductive

oligonucleotides (93% of the total

development and function, some harmful

transcripts present on the array) were

effects on porpoise reproduction might

detected and examined. More than 200

be expected. Some EDCs are believed

transcripts consistently changed (up or

to affect early reproductive development

down regulated) two-fold or more

in male mammals and therefore the

compared with females in oestrus. This

availability of over 10 years of post-

indicated that these genes were

mortem tissue samples provided the

responding to the presence of

opportunity for a detailed study of

spermatozoa or seminal plasma. Further

testicular development in harbour

investigation of the response to mutant

porpoise. Reference to the literature

mice confirmed that the spermatozoa

soon showed that landmarks of male

themselves were crucially important in

development in the harbour porpoise

eliciting these regulated responses. The

had not been determined, and therefore

significance of this finding remains to

it was impossible to judge whether

be explored further although it

developmental dynamics are undergoing

demonstrates that females possess a

changes in response to endocrine

recognition system for the arrival of

disruption. Finding such landmarks was

novel technique of gene microarray

reference points for the evaluation of

Holt, W.V., Waller, J., Moore, A., Jepson, P.D., Deaville, R.
and Bennett, P.M. (2004) Smooth muscle actin and vimentin
as markers of testis development in the harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena). Journal of Anatomy 205: 201-211.
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zsl conservation
programmes

Here we outline a few of the
many current IoZ projects
which contribute to ZSL’s field
conservation programmes.

Island Ecosystems

Marine and Freshwater

West Indian mammal extinctions

Marine mammal strandings

Over 100 land mammal species

The UK Marine Mammal Strandings

(insectivores, rodents, primates and

programme was established in 1990

sloths) have become extinct on the

under contract to the Department of the

islands of the West Indies between first

Environment (now DEFRA). The research

human arrival in the region and the

involves systematic postmortem

present day. Understanding the nature

examinations (using standardised

of these extinctions has important

protocols) of UK-stranded marine

implications for the development of

mammal carcasses to investigate and

conservation management plans for

quantify causes of morbidity and

island fauna, including solenodons and

mortality in UK marine mammal fauna,

hutias, the only surviving native West

including potential health effects of

Indian land mammals. Very little is

chemical and noise pollution in exposed

known about the timing and causation

individuals. Results have shown

of each extinction event. During a 2-year

entanglement in fishing gear to be the

study on West Indian mammal

most common cause of death in harbour

extinctions, we collected a large amount

porpoises and common dolphins, and

of mammal subfossil material from

links between high levels of

caves in northern Puerto Rico. This is

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and

being radiometrically dated to develop

infectious disease mortality have been

an extinction chronology for the island,

established in harbour porpoises. More

which will reveal the relative impacts of

recently, intriguing new evidence of a

different human disturbances, such as

condition involving acute and chronic

forest clearance, the introduction of

gas and fat embolism, possibly a

predatory species, and direct hunting,

“decompression sickness” of cetaceans,

on the island’s now-extinct native

has been discovered in a small number

mammals. Fieldwork in early 2005 also

of UK-stranded beaked whales, dolphins

uncovered the remains of a new genus

and porpoises. The research is

of recently extinct arboreal rodent on

responsible for maintaining a national

Puerto Rico.

marine mammal database and tissue
bank that supports a diverse range of
collaborative research activity. The

West Indian solenodons

research also contributes to several
international conservation agreements
(e.g. ASCOBANS; EC Habitats directive).

Porpoise stranded in Wales
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Deserts and Rangeland

Carnivores and People

Bushmeat and Forests

Conservation of black
rhinoceros in Kenya

The Tanzania Carnivore
Programme

Informing policy on bushmeat
hunting in Africa

Kenya has 84% of the estimated 500

The past year was a very productive year

The uncontrolled hunting of wild

remaining critically endangered eastern

for the Tanzania Carnivore programme.

animals for food represents the most

black rhinoceros. However recovery of

The programme is now well established

serious current threat to many species

rhino numbers has been slow since its

in the new Tanzania Carnivore Centre at

in African tropical forests. However,

catastrophic decline was halted in the

TAWIRI. This building is a significant

because bushmeat hunting is often the

early 1990s. This Darwin Initiative project

development for TAWIRI, and contains

only source of dietary protein or income

is addressing the biological management

five large offices, a reception and a

for rural Africans, traditional models of

needs of the meta-population in order

large meeting room. The programme

conservation often fail. Effective

to maximise the reproductive output.

continued to engage the private sector

conservation policies therefore require

Our 23 park instructors trained in field

and saw a dramatic increase in data

novel thinking, based on a solid

monitoring are now regularly training

contributions to the carnivore atlas

understanding of the social and

over 150 field patrol staff in 14 reserves

project as more people become aware

economic forces that drive hunting, as

and parks. The data recorded by the field

of the programme, through its

well as of the impacts of hunting on

staff are being validated and analysed

newsletters, posters and website. In

different species. Our research is

using a combination of tools and

December the programme launched a

building up a detailed picture of the

procedures set up by the project.

field survey programme, using camera

structure and effects of bushmeat

We are also developing a black rhino

traps to gather information on carnivores

hunting in several parts of West and

ecological carrying capacity model and

across the country. These surveys are

Central Africa, providing a strong basis

habitat monitoring system for the region,

targeted at areas with high biodiversity

on which to inform policy. This year, our

which is providing an understanding of

and where there is currently little or no

contribution to the debate has been

habitat features affecting black rhino

information on carnivores. Cameras are

achieved through the presentation of

densities, improving the capacity of park

set up around animal tracks and trails

our results at policy-oriented meetings

scientists to undertake future rhino

and are linked to an infra red beam

on bushmeat and livelihoods held at

habitat evaluations, and facilitating the

which triggers a photograph should

ZSL and in New York, the production of

development of appropriate stocking

an animal walk past. The surveys have

a number of policy briefing documents

of existing and potential new areas.

already generated important information,

published by the Overseas Development

Production of standardised annual

including a completely new record of a

Institute, and engagement with UK

status reports is providing the detailed

bushy tailed mongoose in Ngorongoro

government and parliamentarians on

information on the productivity,

Conservation Area. We are now working

the issues.

health and status of Kenya’s black

with the wildlife authorities of Tanzania

rhino populations and their habitats

to write a National Carnivore

for improving strategic biological

Conservation Action Plan which aims to

decision-making.

ensure that information gathered is used

Noëlle Kumpel interviewing a local hunter

for conservation implementation.
One of the 23 trained site-level instructors
imparting monitoring skills ranging from
patrol and tracking techniques to assessing
rhino body condition

Bat-eared fox
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Pages of bower-birds from
Sharpe’s volumes

LIBRARY

(right) Page from Baird’s journal
with a sketch of a copepod

Throughout 2004 ZSL Library underwent

Occurrence books, the 19th century

an extensive strategic review process,

Council minutes, Minutes of Scientific

and now implementation of the many

meetings, the correspondence collection

recommendations has begun. Central to

and zoo guides. Again there has been

the implementation is the recognition of

a steady stream of historical and

four major overall strategic issues: (1)

genealogical enquiries throughout

the Library has a central role in the work

the year.

being carried out by ZSL staff; (2) ZSL
has an important role in becoming a

Special displays in the Reading Room

national and international centre for

have been linked to items in our

zoo-related information; (3) the Library

members magazine Lifewatch, these

needs to offer a range of e-services

include; the beautifully illustrated

and keep up to date with the developing

volumes of Monograph of the

e-world; (4) ZSL needs a records

Paradiseidae, or birds of paradise, and

management strategy.

Ptilonorhynchidae, or bower-birds, by
R. Bowdler Sharpe; volumes of The

The Library continues to maintain its

zoology of the voyage of H.M.S. Beagle

pre-eminence as the largest collection

under the command of Captain Fitzroy,

of books and serials on the subject of

R.N., during the years 1832 to 1836

zoology and animal conservation in

edited by Charles Darwin [and others];

private ownership in the world. The

the Darwin letters held in the archives

Library contains an estimated 200 000

of ZSL. There were additional displays

volumes with 1 300 books added and

to celebrate 70 years of the Lubetkin

4 150 serial issues added in 2004 to

Penguin Pool; a selection of historic ZSL

the Library’s holdings and online

postcards; books from `Five Continents’

catalogue which can be found at

to celebrate World Book Day on

https://library.zsl.org or via a link on

3 March 2005.

the main ZSL website www.zsl.org
Library staff participate in the wider
Professor Geoff Moore of the University

world of libraries and archives by

of London Marine Biological Station in

attending meeting and conferences of

Millport on the Isle of Cumbrae has been

ASLIB Biosciences, Charity Archivists

appointed to the Honorary position of

and Record Managers (CHARM), GLAS

Library Visiting Scholar. Professor Moore

User Group, Animal Health Information

is studying the travel journals of William

Specialists (UK and Ireland) and the

Baird which are held in the archives.

London Learned Society and
Professional Librarians’ Group.

The archive pages of the ZSL website
have been expanded to provide

Marie Hitchcock, Assistant Librarian

additional details about our holdings

has successfully completed her training

and access to the archives. Partly as

to become a chartered member of the

a result of these activities, interest in

Chartered Institute of Library and

ZSL’s archives has continued to increase

Information Professionals (CILIP).

with a variety of researchers visiting
the Library, mainly to consult the Daily
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(right) MSc student Timothy Dale
assisting in the examination of
a cheetah

Education &
training

(below) Remote injection systems
practical at Whipsnade

Education and training are central to

out of 127 graduates of the course

IoZ’s activities and we have a strong

attended a 3-day international conference

commitment to hosting research projects,

on wild animal medicine, and joined

particularly those leading to a PhD degree.

current course participants at a reception
evening. Dr Milton Friend, former

The annual IoZ Student Conference was

Director of the National Wildlife Health

held in January. The conference offers an

Center in the USA and a firm supporter

opportunity for all postgraduate students

of the MSc course since its inception,

to present their work in a relatively

gave the address, titled: Masters Course

informal atmosphere, and for staff and

in Wild Animal Health – a Decade of

university supervisors to learn about the

Contribution. Dr Friend drew attention to

diverse research undertaken by students

the global emergence and resurgence of

at IoZ. This year the Daisy Balogh Prize

wildlife diseases and the need for greater

for the best talk was awarded to Noëlle

effort to combat them. He recognised the

Kumpel for her talk The piggy-bank or

"infusion of energised individuals" that

the pot.

the course has provided towards this
goal and that these individuals are

Our PhD students are co-registered at a

"potential leaders for developing wildlife

university department but most spend

health programmes in their countries,

the majority of their time at IoZ. Four

agencies and institutions".

students completed their degrees this
year: Gina Caplen (Kings College,
London), Roselle Chapman (University
College London), Sonya GowtageSequeira (University of Edinburgh) and
Peter Wandeler (University of Cardiff).
In October 24 new students were
accepted onto our two MSc courses
(Wild Animal Biology and Wild Animal
Health) and over the last year we have
published a record number of papers in
peer-reviewed journals from MSc project
results. At the end of 2004 we celebrated
the completion of our tenth MSc course
in Wild Animal Health, jointly run with
the Royal Veterinary College. Forty-five

Graduates of the MSc Wild
Animal Health course at the
reception evening
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THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON

INSTITUTE OF ZOOLOGY
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staff & students
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Nathalie Doswald; Vittoria Elliott; Daniele Fanelli;
Dominique Fiedler; Juliet Field; Cristina Garcia;
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Eirik Gronningaeter; Morag Gunson; Jocelyn Hacker;
Mike Hart; Alex Harvey; David Hayman; Anne Hilborn;
Kelly Houston; Leo Hughes; Hans Kelstrup;
Helen Francis Lang; Eve Leegwater; Eric Lucas;
Shelagh Macmillan; Rachel Marno;
David Martinez-Jimenez; Niall McCann; Kate McQuaid;
Richard Merrill; Miriam Mesa; Samantha Mirczuk;
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Collaborations

Applied Biomathematics (USA) Developing, assessing and using
criteria for threatened species assessment; Development of Red
List indicators

Harvard Medical School (USA) Anthropogenic change and emerging
zoonotic paramyxoviruses
Health Protection Agency Garden Bird Health Initiative

Bird Conservation Nepal Conservation of Gyps spp. vultures in Nepal
BirdLife International Global biodiversity hotspots; Threatened species
assessment; Development of Red List indicators
Bombay Natural History Society (India) Conservation of Gyps spp.
vultures in India; Assessing the impact of vulture declines on
public health in India
British Trust for Ornithology Garden Bird Health Initiative
Brunel University COMPRENDO - Comparative Research on Endocrine
Disruptors. Phylogenetic Approach and Common Principles
focusing on Androgenic/Antiandrogenic Compounds; Analysis of
effects of mixtures of estrogenic chemicals in marine and
freshwater organisms

Institut Congolais pour la Conservation de la Nature (Democratic
Republic of Congo) Darwin Initiative Congo World Heritage
Sites Project
Institut National Agronomique Paris-Grignon (France) Dynamics of
species extinctions
Institute of Marine Research, Bergen (Norway) Gamete quality in
Atlantic cod
Instituto Nacional de Desarrollo Forestal y Gestoin del Sistema de Areas
Protegidas (INDEFOR) (Equatorial Guinea) Evaluating incentives
for sustainable hunting of bushmeat; Hunting and sustainability in
Rio Muni; Dependence on wild foods in Central Africa
Interdisciplinary Centre for Marine Sciences (CICIMAR) Zoonotic
potential of whale-watching; Determining age structure of
cetacean populations
IUCN (Switzerland) Developing criteria for threatened species
assessment; Development of Red List indicators; Global Mammal
Assessment (GMA)

Canterbury Museum (New Zealand) Extinct birds and bird extinctions
in the South Pacific
CBS Technologies Ltd Sperm-oviduct interactions in sheep
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Monks Wood Restoration and
management of bumble bee habitat in agricultural landscapes
Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS)
Cetacean strandings investigation
Charles Darwin Foundation (Ecuador) Building capacity and assessing
disease threats to endemic Galapagos taxa
Charles Darwin Research Station. Ecology, adaptation and evolution in
invasive ants.
Chester Zoological Gardens Assessing threat to amphibians in the
Caribbean; Chytridiomycosis emergence in Dominica
Conservation Breeding Specialist Group (South Africa) Cheetah
monitoring techniques
Conservation International (USA) Global biodiversity hotspots;
Development of Red List indicators; Global Mammal Assessment
(GMA); Evaluating incentives for sustainable hunting of bushmeat;
Hunting and sustainability in Rio Muni; Dependence on wild foods
in Central Africa
CSIRO Australian Animal Health Laboratory (Australia) Conservation of
Gyps spp. vultures in India; Anthropogenic change and emerging
zoonotic paramyxoviruses; Ecology and evolution of infectious
disease in mammal mating and social systems

Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Habitat use of tigers in altered
landscapes and monitoring of cryptic mammals
Desert Research Foundation of Namibia (Namibia) Coordination of
social foragers in patchy environments; Functional response
mechanisms in social foragers; MHC, parasite loads and mate
choice in desert baboons; Optimisation and social constraints in
group-living vertebrates; Spatial organisation and disease
transmission in black-backed jackal
Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust Assessing threat to amphibians in
the Caribbean; Chytridiomycosis emergence in Dominica;
Assessment of black-backed jackal spatial organisation and
disease transmission; Solutions to the bushmeat trade in the
Sanaga-Cross region (Africa); Ecology, distribution and
conservation of Hispaniolan solenodon

English Nature Health surveillance for species recovery programmes;
Assessing impact of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis emergence
in UK
Estacion Experimental de Zonas Aridas (Spain) Reproductive studies
in gazelles
European Zoo Association (EAZA) Genetic management of captive
breeding populations

Fauna and Flora International Habitat use of tigers in altered landscapes
and monitoring of cryptic mammals; Assessing threat to
amphibians in the Caribbean; Chytridiomycosis emergence in
Dominica
Fisheries Research Services Odorant receptor gene expression in
Atlantic salmon
Forestry and Wildlife Division (Dominica) Assessing threat to amphibians
in the Caribbean; Chytridiomycosis emergence in Dominica
Frankfurt Zoological Society (Germany) Demography of the cheetahs in
the Serengeti; Serengeti Carnivore Census; Cheetah censusing

Galapagos Conservation Trust Building capacity and assessing disease
threats to endemic Galapagos fauna
Galapagos National Parks Service Building capacity and assessing
disease threats to endemic Galapagos fauna
Genus Breeding Ltd Sperm-oviduct interactions and sperm
cryopreservation
Gobabeb Training and Research Centre Assessment of black-backed
jackal spatial organisation and disease transmission
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King Khalid Wildlife Research Centre (Saudi Arabia) Reproduction in
Saudi Arabian gazelles

Leuser Development Programme Habitat use of tigers in altered
landscapes and monitoring of cryptic mammals

Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen Energetic constraints on animal ecology;
Optimisation and social constraints in group-living vertebrates
Marine Environmental Monitoring Cetacean strandings investigation
Marine Mammal Center (USA) Phylogeographic patterns of disease
occurrence in California sea lions
Moredun Research Institute Epidemiology of poxvirus infections
in squirrels

National Academy of Sciences (Ukraine) Gamete diversity and function
in seahorses and pipefish
National Birds of Prey Trust Conservation of Gyps spp. vultures in India
Natural History Museum Cetacean strandings investigation

Palaecol Research Ltd Extinct birds and bird extinction in the South Pacific
Parks and Wildlife Commission of the Northern Territory (Australia)
Patterns of extinction in Australian mammals
Poultry and Diagnostic Research Centre (India) Conservation of Gyps
spp. vultures in India

Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage (Australia)
Susceptibilities of species to human disturbance
Queensland Department of Primary Industries (Australia)
Anthropogenic change and emerging zoonotic paramyxovirus

Rothamsted Research Predicting the susceptibility of species to
human disturbance
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew Assessment of methods for setting
conservation priorities; Global biodiversity indicators
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds Ecology and conservation of
the great yellow bumble bee; Conservation of Gyps spp. vultures
in India; Garden Bird Health Initiative; Assessing the impact of
vulture declines on public health in India
Royal Veterinary College Enhancement of sperm cell survival by
epididymal and oviduct epithelial cells; Cetacean strandings
investigation; Investigating sperm survival after cryopreservation;
Epidemiology of poxvirus infections in squirrels

Scottish Agricultural College Cetacean strandings investigation;
Garden Bird Health Initiative
Scottish Salmonella Reference Laboratory Garden Bird Health Initiative
Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews Cetacean strandings
investigation
Silsoe Research Institute Correlates of reproductive fitness in the
short-tailed field vole; Ovulation prediction for pigs
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institution (USA) Genetics of caste
determination in polistine wasps
Sri Krishnadevaraya University (India) Effects of the pesticide
cypermethrin on gametogenesis and gamete quality in zebrafish
Sumatran Tiger Project Habitat use of tigers in altered landscapes and
monitoring of cryptic mammals
Swedish Natural History Museum Assessment of threats to Caspian seals
Sygen International PIC Sperm-oviduct interactions

Tanzania National Parks (Tanzania) Long-term demography of the
Serengeti cheetah population; Tanzania Carnivore Program
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute (Tanzania) Long-term demography
of the Serengeti cheetah population; Tanzania Carnivore Program
Tara Seal Research Unit Assessment of threats to Caspian seals
Tarangire Elephant Project (Tanzania) Tanzania Carnivore Program
Technikon, Pretoria (South Africa) Cheetah monitoring techniques
Technische Universitat Munich Risk assessment of ecotoxicity on
freshwater ecosystems
Trinity College Dublin (Ireland) Conservation genetics of island
populations of bumble bee
Tsaobis Leopard Nature Park (Namibia) Coordination of social foragers
in patchy environments; Functional response mechanisms in social
foragers; MHC, parasite loads and mate choice in desert baboons;
Optimisation and social constraints in group-living mammals

UNESCO ‘Conservation in Crisis’ Programme Darwin Initiative Congo
World Heritage Sites Project
United Nations Environmental Programme Global Environmental
Outlook (GEO)
Universidad Nacional de Guinea Ecuatorial (Equatorial Guinea)
Evaluating incentives for sustainable hunting of bushmeat;
Hunting and sustainability in Rio Muni; Dependence on wild foods
in Central Africa
Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (UFAW) Cetacean strandings
investigation; Garden Bird Health Initiative
University of Antwerp (Belgium) Endocrine disruption in zebrafish
University of Bath Conservation management and ecological genetics
of the black bog ant
University of Bergen (Norway) Assessment of gamete quality in Atlantic
cod; Sticklebacks as sentinel species for environmental risk
assessment; Effects of husbandry practices on spermatogenesis
and sperm quality in Atlantic salmon broodstock
University of Berne (Switzerland) Microsatellite analysis of rabiesaffected Swiss red fox population in a fragmented landscape
University of Birmingham Global biodiversity hotspots
University of Cambridge Genetic variation in UK harbour porpoises and
their parasites; Genetic analysis and management of captive
breeding populations; Optimisation and social constraints in groupliving vertebrates; Ecology and conservation of the great yellow
bumble bee; Predicting the susceptibilities of species to human
disturbances; Functional response mechanisms in social foragers;
Assessment of methods for setting conservation priorities; Social
influences on life history; MHC, parasite loads and mate choice in
desert baboons; sperm-oviduct interactions
University of Cape Town (South Africa) Regional differences in avian
life history
University of Cardiff Conservation management and ecological genetics
of the black bog ant; Phylogeography of giant pandas; Adaptive
divergence in Drosophila; Colony dynamics and the evolution of
policing and reproductive skew in multiple-queen ants; Effects of
xeno-oestrogens on reproduction in zebrafish
University of Columbia, New York (USA) Species and species richness
University of Cork (Ireland) Cetacean strandings investigation
University of East Anglia Integrating conservation and commerce
in Sumatra
University of Edinburgh The role of domestic dogs and jackals for the
disease transmission to endangered carnivores in southern Africa;
Adaptive divergence in Drosophila in Australia
University of Exeter Xenobiotic-induced alterations in gene expression
in the brain and gonad; Effects of the pesticide cypermethrin on
gametogenesis and gamete quality in zebrafish; Assessment of
ecotoxicity on freshwater ecosystems
University of Florence (Italy) Reproduction in the tropical paper wasp
University of Florida (USA) Habitat use of tigers in altered landscapes
and monitoring cryptic mammals
University of Georgia (USA) Anthropogenic change and emerging
zoonotic paramyxoviruses
University of Guayaquil (Ecuador) Building capacity and assessing
disease threats to endemic Galapagos fauna
University of Kent Spatial organisation and disease transmission in
black-backed jackal
University of Kwa-Zulu Natal (South Africa) MHC, parasite loads and
mate choice in desert baboons
University of La Trobe (Australia) Adaptive divergence in Drosophila
University of Lausanne (Switzerland) Primary and secondary sex ratios
in slave-making ants
University of Laval (Canada) Modelling the evolution of salmonid homing
University of Leeds Natural selection, assortative mating and gene flow
in a grasshopper hybrid zone in northern Spain; Risk assessments
for CWD emergence in Europe; Ecology, adaptation and evolution in
invasive ants; Genetic analysis of the brown Argus butterfly;
Simulations of parapatric and marginal species boundaries
University of Leicester Phylogeography of European bitterling
University of Liverpool Cetacean strandings investigation; Dynamics of
species extinctions; Garden Bird Health Initiative
University of London, Imperial College Hunting and sustainability in
Rio Muni; Dependence on wild foods in Central Africa; Evaluating
incentives for sustainable hunting of bushmeat; Predicting the
susceptibilities of species to human disturbances; Threatening

processes and the conservation status of contemporary mammals;
Species and populations as units for conservation assessment and
management; Global biodiversity hotspots; Reproduction in the
tropical paper wasp; Disease susceptibility in amphibians; Impact
of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis emergence in UK; Life history
and body size in a herbivorous vertebrate; Species and species
richness; Management indicators for timber certification in West
African forests
University of London, King’s College Physiological correlates of
reproductive fitness in the short-tailed field vole
University of London, Queen Mary and Westfield College Reproductive
fitness in the short-tailed vole; Epidemiology of poxvirus infections
in squirrels
University of London, University College Adaptive divergence in
Drosophila in Australia; Metapopulation dynamics of black and
white colobus monkeys; Species richness; Coordination of social
foragers in patchy environments; Demography and reproduction of
elephants in Myanmar; Risk assessments for CWD emergence in
Europe; Genetic analysis of the brown Argus butterfly; Energetic
constraints on animal ecology
University of Madrid (Spain) Natural selection and gene flow in a
grasshopper hybrid zone in Northern Spain
University of Malaya (Malaysia) Anthropogenic change and emerging
zoonotic paramyxoviruses
University of Michigan (USA) Development of sperm-sorting technology
University of Montpellier (France) MHC, parasite loads and mate choice
in desert baboons
University of Natal (South Africa) Dynamics of species extinctions
University of New Mexico (USA) Energetic constraints on animal ecology
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne Epidemiology of poxvirus
infections in squirrels
University of Oxford Regional differences in avian life-history traits;
Habitat use of tigers in altered landscapes and monitoring of cryptic
mammals
University of Princeton (USA) Energetic constraints on animal ecology;
Anthropogenic change and emerging zoonotic paramyxoviruses;
Threatened species assessment; Ecology and evolution of infectious
disease in mammal mating and social systems
University of Queensland (Australia) Semen freezing in macropods;
adaptive divergence in Drosophila
University of Reading Genetic variability in declining Iberian Atlantic
salmon populations
University of Regensburg (Germany) Primary and secondary sex ratios
in slave-making ants
University of San Diego (USA) Energetic constraints on animal ecology
University of Saskatchewan (Canada) Cetacean strandings investigation
University of Sheffield Social influences on life history; Sperm cell
survival
University of St Andrews Genetic variability in declining Iberian
Atlantic salmon populations
University of Sussex Communication networks in African elephants
University of Swansea Genetic variability in declining Iberian Atlantic
salmon populations
University of Sydney (Australia) Patterns of extinction in Australian
mammals
University of Tallin (Estonia) Assessment of threats to Caspian seals
University of Tohoku (Japan) Simulations of parapatric and marginal
species boundaries
University of Tokyo (Japan) Natural selection, assortative mating and
gene flow in a grasshopper hybrid zone in northern Spain
University of Utrecht (The Netherlands) Spermatogenesis and sperm
quality in Atlantic salmon
University of Virginia (USA) Energetic constraints on animal ecology;
Threatening processes and the conservation status of contemporary
mammals; Species and species richness; Ecology and evolution of
infectious disease in mammal mating and social systems
University of Washington (USA) The Serengeti Carnivore Census
University of West of England Automatic ovulation prediction for pigs
University of Western Australia (Australia) Adaptive divergence of
Drosophila
University of Wurzburg (Germany) Nest-drifting by workers of the
tropical paper wasp

Veterinary Laboratories Agency Cetacean strandings investigation
Veterinary Services Division (Dominica) Assessing threat to amphibians
in the Caribbean; Chytridiomycosis emergence in Dominica
Virginia Polytechnic (USA) Using camera traps to survey carnivores
in Tanzania

Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust Population viability analysis of Scottish geese
Wildlife Conservation Society (USA) Assessing methods for setting
conservation priorities; Conservation action plan for mammals in
Tanzania; Long-term demography of Serengeti cheetahs; Tanzania
Cheetah Conservation Program; Tanzania Carnivore Program
Wildlife Veterinary Investigation Centre Garden Bird Health Initiative
Working Dogs for Conservation (USA) Use of working dogs to survey
cheetahs in Tanzania
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IoZ objective 1

IoZ objective 2

IoZ objective 3

To undertake relevant, high
quality biological research and
research training

To anticipate and respond to
conservation research priorities
identified by conservation
organisations

To communicate outcomes and results to
scientists, conservation practitioners and
the wider community

}

The Zoological Society of London

strategy is available on request.

IoZ
Activities

We run a programme of meetings and
publications see page 7:

HEFCE funded programme

We undertake research and research training. Current themes are:
• Biodiversity and macroecology see page 10
• Population and community ecology see page 12

• Conservation biology book series
co-published with CUP
• Journal of Zoology and Animal
Conservation co-published with CUP

• Behavioural and evolutionary ecology see page 14
• Genetic variation, fitness and adaptability see page 16

• Biannual international symposia
on topical themes in conservation
biology

• Wildlife epidemiology see page 18
• Reproductive biology see page 20

We provide training through MSc and PhD programmes see page 25

with ZSL

• Annual programme of evening
scientific meetings

• Technical publications to support
best practice in zoos (International
Zoo Yearbook) and in field
conservation (Conservation Reports)

We respond to research questions and contribute to ZSL’s Conservation
Programmes see page 22:
• Bushmeat and forests
• Carnivores and people
• Deserts and Rangeland
• Marine and Freshwater
• UK Native species
• Island ecosystems
We respond to research questions and contribute to ZSL’s living
animal collection:
• Animal Health and Welfare research
• Reproductive monitoring

}
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ioz research strategy
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implemented with our partners and

with
Cambridge
University

We maintain and develop
research links with Zoology and
other relevant departments

Our research is influenced by
organisations in the Cambridge
Conservation Forum

We contribute to the Tropical
Biology Association programme and
Cambridge Student Conference

with institutions
in London

We maintain and develop
research links with academic
bodies, especially the Centre for
Ecology and Evolution

Our research is influenced by
London-based conservation issues

Our meetings facilities and
programme of talks communicate science
and conservation

Research questions are influenced
by our formal links with the
Wildlife Conservation Society and
English Nature

Our meetings facilities and
programme of talks communicate science
and conservation

We run MSc courses in Wild
Animal Health and Wild Animal
Biology with the Royal Veterinary
College see page 25

with other
organisations

Collaboration with most relevant
outside bodies for our core
research interests see page 28
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As human pressures increase, the
distributions of threatened species, such
as cheetahs, are becoming increasingly
fragmented, until they survive only in
meta-populations made up of many
small sub-populations. Understanding
the dynamics and genetics of these
meta-populations is key to the long-term
conservation of these species.
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